
Ukrainian telecom operators and Internet providers 
urgently need your help !!!

Ukrainian IT Volunteer Association



Dear Friends, Partners and Colleagues in the IT and Telecom Industry

Today, when the whole of Ukraine is under Russian fire, the infrastructure of operators and providers is being destroyed.

Missile strikes, destroyed sewers, damaged fiber-optic communication networks, attacked radio towers, blown bridges, and 

there are trunk cables, burned and destroyed equipment, lack of electricity at the nodes, voltage spikes, which burns 

equipment, communication nodes in most operators are unavailable, external and internal communication channels are 

overloaded or absent, suppliers do not have the necessary equipment…

All this is our present ...

We try to work and do everything possible to make communication work in every corner of Ukraine, because it is Internet 

access, it is television, it is communication, it is the work of banks, it is the work of business, it is video surveillance and so 

on…, it is very important part of our lives, and now it is one of the most important components of our victory and survival!

At present, our resources are almost exhausted and we need your help: equipment, cable, couplings, welding machines, 

electric generators, batteries, consumables, tools and more. All logistics and deliveries have stopped.

It is very difficult to work under such conditions, but we hold on!!!

And if you have the opportunity to help Ukrainian colleagues in the industry, we will be infinitely grateful!!!

How it works - the necessary help should be sent to Poland, Przemyśl, where we have a warehouse, then we transport to Lviv, 

there we sort and send to all regions of Ukraine. Logistical issues have already been resolved.

We do it absolutely free of charge, because it is a volunteer project. A logistic report with a complete list of transferred 

equipment will be provided.

Together we will win!

Glory to Ukraine!
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